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SEEN IN AUCTION 

On two separate occasions ALASTAIR WALTER has spotted the 
"ADDITIONAL MEDICINE DUTY" overprinted stamps in auction lists; 
one at £20 the other estimated at £10. Estimate in our own auction  
for these overprints is 50p which is nearer the price in  
J. Barefoot’s catalogue "Great Britain Revenues". 

Still with overprints/underprints; H and B Philatelists Ltd. had  
two collections of O.U.S. overprints on the 1864 1d Plates. 

1)   36 examples on 35 different plates. Opt. type 45 in red on the 
face of the stamp  £135-00. 

2)   29 examples, all different plates; 27 underprints reading 
upwards, 2 reading downwards   £115-00. 

Plus private underprint F.P.W.& Co, Plate 189   £50-00. 

*           *            *           *           * 

CSK PERFIN  By Rosemary Smith. 

On the opposite page are photocopies of both sides of a receipt  
written on a sheet of notepaper. In the dealers stock there were  
many similar receipts. On one side of all the missives was a  
1d stamp used for receipt purposes with perfin C4130.02. No  
identity could be deduced from the unofficial receipts. 

I sent the item to Roy and his reply was:- 

 

"The CSK perfin is interesting as the original identity, with  
stops, (from Kevin Parkhill in Bulletin 266) was for, "The  
Clifton & Keresley Coal Co. Ltd., Robin Hood Sidings." No  
town was stated but part of the pmk reads PENDLE....(presumed 
to be Pendlebury). 

"I see from my gazetteer that there are three Swintons in 
Yorkshire and one in Lancashire. The Lanes one is part of the 
Municipal Borough of Swindon and Pendlebury, 5m WNW of 
Manchester. I would imagine that the address given is the  
offices of the above named Coal Co., but perhaps someone could 
confirm by reference to a Manchester Trade Directory cl920." 

Can anyone do some detective work for us? 




